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HI,

Canada celebrates today a new statutory holiday, the National Day of Truth and

Reconciliation with our Indigenous peoples to learn about, acknowledge and re�ect

on the serious harms our ancestors and we have done and continue to do to them

and on actions to set things right and restore justice to our society and our hearts.

This ful�lls one of the 94 calls to action of the much heralded 2015 Truth and

Reconciliation Commission report. While the horror of the residential schools, the

60s scoop and the blatant racism in daily life lingers and occupies our minds we

know we have to set things right, to reconcile. Setting aside a day of the year to

focus on this is wonderful and appropriate, but what really matters is that each

Canadian learns something important today, acts on it and lives di�erently

tomorrow.

I remember back in 2015 listening to the Commission chair, Murray Sinclair, ask

every Canadian to take some action. I asked myself what can I do? I had just

recently started publishing the Planetary Health Weekly so decided that I’d include,

each week, a story on Indigenous health, which continues to this today, now some

300 stories later. Today I am thinking about what more I can do (and please let me

know if you have any ideas!!).

I recognize and have learned that radical and transformative changes are needed.

Our system must be changed, it must be altered to remove the discrimination, the

hate, the lack of respect and the lack of understanding experienced by Indigenous

peoples. As I continue to educate myself and adjust my living I hope that I am truly

changing to have a better and proper relationship with the original stewards of our

land and on whose original land I reside and love (see ENDSHOTS).

I know, as has been presented numerous times in the PHW, that we settlers and

environmental abusers have much to learn from our Indigenous brothers and

sisters about their understanding of and relationship to the land, that is so

respectful of all life and biodiversity. One of my greatest learnings, thus far, is that

our general societal relationship to the land (and air) must be taken more

seriously, and that we must all prepare for and begin to enact radical and

transformative changes in the days, weeks, months and years ahead. We must

severely alter our ongoing relationship to Earth. We must prepare for and accept

major transformative changes in our society over use of fossil fuels and how we
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grow our food. I hope we will move forward, together with our Indigenous

neighbours, to a more just world.

Achieving a more just world is what the stories in today’s Planetary Health Weekly

(#39 of the year) are all about. I hope you’ll have a re�ective National Day of Truth

and Reconciliation and good week to come. Do keep reading about: 

Canada’s climate solution? Keep increasing fossil fuel extraction, Fossil fuel

subsidies are one of Canada’s biggest climate conundrums: where do the

parties stand? 

CORONAVIRUS UPDATES: 

The science says everyone needs a Covid-19 booster shot soon and

Please don’t rush to get a third Covid shot, 

Why have some places su�ered more Covid-19 deaths than others? 

What you need to know about the highly contagious delta variant, 

Look to the Global South for novel vaccines, 

India did not have a vaccination hesitancy crisis till the government

mismanaged Covid-19, 

Brazil’s unvaccinated far-right president Bolsonaro forced to eat pizza

on the street in NY City, 

Yoga, organic food and misinformation: wellness in�uences are taking

the anti-vaccine movement mainstream, and 

The U.S. death toll from Covid-19 just surpassed that of the 1918 �u

pandemic, THEN

The U.K. has a plan for a new ‘pandemic radar’ system, 

Scoping future outbreaks: a scoping review on the outbreak prediction of the

WHO Blueprint list of priority diseases, 

British Columbia’s Wedgemount glacier nearly unrecognizable in 5-year

historical comparison photos, 

The silencing of Fairy Creek, B.C., journalists: RCMP threaten and obstruct

free press and Someone is going to be seriously injured or killed and Judge

denies request to extend forestry company’s Fairy Creek injunction

Environmental impact of bottled water up to 3500 times greater than tap

water, 

Statement of apology by the Canadian Bishops of Canada to the Indigenous

peoples of this land, 

Fighting �re with �re, 

The social and environmental perils of magical thinking, 

Inside the Ohio factor that could make or break Biden’s big solar energy push

and From 4% to 45% and U.S. Energy Department lays out ambitious

blueprint for solar power, 

Indigenomics: harnessing the power of our communities, 

Quote by Heather Castleden on the ending of fossil fuel production, 

Update on the CUGH global health conference in March, 2022, 

Cultural Survival provides data and information, 

No to corporate food systems! Yes to food sovereignty! 

India seizes $2.7bn of heroin from Afghanistan at port, 

The People’s Health Hearing call for contributions, 



New book: “On All Fronts: The Education of an Journalist” by Clarissa Ward,

I’m a kindergarten teacher and the way I’ve been teaching reading is wrong,

and lastly 

ENDSHOTS of Grundy Lake Provincial Park amid the latest data and charts of

Covid-19 in Canada and around the world.

Read to act. Best, david

David Zakus, Editor and Publisher

Great  Blue Heron (centre) at  White�sh Lake, Ontario

September 28, 2021

Canada’s Climate Solution? Keep

Increasing Fossil Fuel Extraction
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Despite decades of failure, Canada is once again promising to rapidly ramp down

its climate pollution even as it rapidly ramps up fossil fuel extraction. The

government is even doubling down, claiming we have to expand fossil carbon

extraction because we need the extra fossil fuel cash to pay for emissions cutting.

It's an audacious and risky climate message to send the world — that increasing

fossil fuel production is compatible with climate safety. If Canada is wrong again,

as we have been for 30 years now, we'll be green-lighting climate disaster.

Curious whether any country has been able to pull o� this seemingly counter-

intuitive combo of extracting more while emitting less, I went digging through the

data for Canada and several of its peer nations.

What I found is the opposite. Nations that ramped down their fossil fuel extraction

were the ones that cut their emissions, while nations that increased extraction

failed.
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To illustrate this consistent link between extraction and emissions, I've created a

series of charts showing what Canada and a group of its peers have done. Read

more at National Observer

SEE ALSO: 

At Narwal: Fossil Fuel Subsidies Are One Of Canada’s Biggest Climate

Conundrums: Where Do The Parties Stand?

At Andrew Erickson: China’s Climate Cooperation Smokescreen: A Roadmap for

Seeing Through the Trap and Countering with Competition

SARS-CoV-2 & COVID-19 UPDATES

Source: https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/ma...

Globally, the situation continues dire though perhaps some
improvement. We in Canada are seeing good success in the
two largest provinces (Ontario and Quebec) though
disasters in western Saskatchewan and Alberta (the two
provinces with the lowest vaccination rates). Oh, when will
it all end? Those unvaccinated and the Delta variant are
keeping it going. Sadly, lack of vaccines in many countries
continues. 

Over the last week there were about 3 million new cases
of Covid-19 and 55,000 new deaths; and about 210 million
people received a vaccine, or an average of almost 30
million doses per day. At this rate the world will need
another 6 months to achieve 75% coverage. 

(See ENDSHOTS at the end of this newsletter for various COVID-
19 charts and stats from Canada and around the world.)

"It is the plague in seemingly all sincerity." Bob Woodward

The Science Says Everyone Needs A

COVID-19 Booster Shot—and Soon
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Sure enough, the United States is again awash in virus, with the incidence of new

COVID-19 cases having soared 131% in the third week of July. To be clear, the

vaccines available work well—especially the P�zer and Moderna products based on

mRNA technology. But it is likely that waning vaccine e�cacy, coupled with a

stubborn one-�fth of the adult population refusing any immunization, has opened

the door for the dangerous mutant delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 to wreak havoc

among the vaccinated and unvaccinated alike.

That’s why the United States is going to need a third dose of mRNA vaccines; for

the nation’s older population, the triple play is already overdue. President Biden

just received his third dose.

The World Health Organization (WHO) has voiced opposition to third dosing in

richer nations before making primary doses available to billions of people in

middle-income and poorer countries. It’s a completely reasonable point, both

morally and strategically, in the war against COVID-19. But evidence now points in

an alarming new direction, suggesting that fully vaccinated individuals can carry

the delta variant in their noses and mouths, shedding in some cases just as much

virus to infect others as do unvaccinated infected individuals.

Moreover, in the absence of fully e�ective vaccination of better than 75% of adults,

a society may act as a herd of walking petri dishes, cultivating immune-escape

mutant forms of SARS-CoV-2—that is, mutants that evade existing vaccines. The

vaccine that rolls out tomorrow in a poorer country may have already been

rendered less e�ective by its prior inadequate, or incorrect, use in richer

countries.

Urgent action is required from the FDA, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC), and their counterparts in Europe, Canada, and other parts of the

world that have already widely administered vaccines. And recommending the

usage of masks, while necessary, is no longer enough. The message must be that if

you’ve had a second shot, it’s time to start planning to get a third. Read more

at Foreign Policy

READ MORE COVID-19 STORIES:
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At Economist: Why Have Some Places Su�ered More Covid-19 Deaths Than

Others?

At Washington Post: What You Need To Know About The Highly Contagious

Delta Variant

At Daily Maverick : Look To The Global South For Novel Vaccines

At Caravan: India Did Not Have A Vaccination Hesitancy Crisis Till The

Government Mismanaged COVID-19

At Daily Beast: Brazil’s Unvaccinated Far-Right President Bolsonaro Forced to Eat

Pizza on the Street in NYC

At Washington Post: Yoga, Organic Food And Misinformation: Wellness

In�uencers Are Tak ing The Anti-Vaccine Movement Mainstream 

At CNN: The US Death Toll From Covid-19 Just Surpassed That Of The 1918 Flu

Pandemic 

The UK Has A Plan For A New ‘Pandemic

Radar’ System
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Disease surveillance schemes to catch the next rising virus already exist—they’re

just not communicating with each other.

On May 21, United Kingdom prime minister Boris Johnson said his government will

create a new “global pandemic radar” to track Covid variants and emerging

diseases, built on the UK’s known expertise in genomic sequencing for tracking

Covid strains within its borders. “We need to build a system of disease surveillance

�t for the 21st century, with real-time data sharing and rapid genomic sequencing

and response,” Johnson said at the time.

There is little disagreement that better, faster surveillance is needed. In fact, the

�rst independent review of the Covid crisis, published two weeks before Johnson’s

announcement, called the global alert system “too slow—and too meek.” In a

scathing report, the Independent Panel for Pandemic Preparedness and Response

called Covid “the 21st century’s Chernobyl moment” and said a key element of

pandemic prevention should be “a new global system for surveillance, based on

full transparency by all parties, using state-of-the-art digital tools.” Read more

at Wired

SEE ALSO: 

At Research Gate: Scoping Future Outbreaks: a Scoping Review on the Outbreak

Prediction of the WHO Blueprint List of Priority Diseases

British Columbia’s Wedgemount Glacier

Nearly Unrecognizable In Historical

Comparison Photos

Wedgemount Glacier  2016 (top) vs. 2021 (bottom)

             Credit : Kyle Graham
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Kyle Graham had been itching to return to Wedgemount Lake, about 100 km north

of Vancouver, B.C., since the last time he visited in 2016. Typically, he’s tried to hike

the gruelling trail every couple of years.

But when he made it over the small ridge of rocks leading past the icy blue lake to

Wedgemount Glacier late last month, the scene looked di�erent than Graham

remembered.

Where the toe of a sprawling alpine glacier once bordered Tupper Lake—a second

lake that �rst began forming in 2013, in and of itself evidence of a shrinking glacier

—instead stood a jagged, rocky cli� partially covered by a thin patch of ice.

“I was almost completely speechless,” said Graham. “I just felt these heavy weights

on my chest, of just realizing the magnitude of how much things have changed

over �ve years.”

That feeling was shared by Dave Lyon and his son, Graeme when the pair hiked up

the Whistler trail on Saturday, Sept. 11. They had intended to join a crew who were

taking a helicopter to the top for an annual monitoring of the glacier, but cloudy

weather ultimately cancelled the heli trip.

The father-son duo are an extension of the multi-generational glacier monitoring

e�ort sparked by Karl Ricker and Bill Tupper in 1975, who were often joined by

their good friend, Lyon’s father Don, for the annual counts.

Though the Lyons weren’t able to take any o�cial measurements during their trip

to Wedgemount this time, they managed to snap a few photos that clearly

illustrate the considerable amount of ice that’s melted since last September. When

the same glacier was last monitored a year ago, researchers found it had receded

approximately 30 metres since the previous count in 2019. Read more at Pique

News

The Silencing Of Fairy Creek (B.C.)

Journalists: RCMP Threaten And

Obstruct Free Press
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This has been the ongoing reality at Fairy Creek (Ada’itsx) as RCMP o�cers enforce

a B.C. Supreme Court injunction granted to the Teal-Jones logging company against

blockaders.

On duty in the area since May 17, the RCMP have made over 800 arrests. This

number, increasing daily, comes eerily close to that of Clayoquot Sound’s 1993 “war

in the woods,” the largest act of civil disobedience in Canadian history.

Now-outdated technology may have limited accurate and timely media coverage in

the days of Clayoquot Sound, but extensive police-enforced restrictions at Fairy

Creek block on-the-ground reporting.

“I can't see what's going on. All I can hear is the screams. And I can't (go) unless I'm

going to risk arrest,” independent journalist and photographer Ora Cogan told The

Maple.

While the RCMP-enforced injunction was not intended to prevent journalists from

accessing exclusion zones, the police have done just that. Little media coverage

has been able to adequately portray the severity of the RCMP’s treatment of land

defenders. Roadblocks and tactics designed to push aside blockaders have at the

same time obstructed media access.

Throughout the watershed, members of the media are shepherded into exclusion

zones, threatened with arrest, and even detained. On days when media access is

completely denied, witness accounts report increases in police misconduct and

aggression.  Read more at the Maple

See also at The Tyee: Someone is going to be seriously injured or killed

And at the (Victoria, B.C.) Times Colonist (just in): Judge denies request

to extend forestry company’s Fairy Creek injunction

Environmental Impact Of Bottled Water

‘Up To 3,500 Times Greater Than Tap

Water’
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Credit: Robert Smith/Alamy Stock Photo/Alamy Stock Photo 

The impact of bottled water on natural resources is 3,500 times higher than for tap

water, scientists have found.

The research is the �rst of its kind and examined the impact of bottled water in

Barcelona, where it is becoming increasingly popular despite improvements to the

quality of tap water in recent years. Research led by the Barcelona Institute for

Global Health (ISGlobal) found that if the city’s population were all to drink bottled

water, this would result in a 3,500 times higher cost of resource extraction than if

they all drank tap water, at $83.9m a year.

Researchers also found the impact of bottled water on ecosystems is 1,400 times

higher than tap water. Read more at the Guardian

GOOD NEWS

Statement Of Apology By The Catholic

Bishops Of Canada To The Indigenous

Peoples Of This Land
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Credit : Canadian Conference of Catholic Bishops

We, the Catholic Bishops of Canada, gathered in Plenary this week, take this

opportunity to a�rm to you, the Indigenous Peoples of this land, that we

acknowledge the su�ering experienced in Canada’s Indian Residential Schools.

Many Catholic religious communities and dioceses participated in this system,

which led to the suppression of Indigenous languages, culture and spirituality,

failing to respect the rich history, traditions and wisdom of Indigenous Peoples. We

acknowledge the grave abuses that were committed by some members of our

Catholic community; physical, psychological, emotional, spiritual, cultural, and

sexual. We also sorrowfully acknowledge the historical and ongoing trauma and

the legacy of su�ering and challenges faced by Indigenous Peoples that continue

to this day. Along with those Catholic entities which were directly involved in the

operation of the schools and which have already o�ered their own heartfelt

apologies[1], we[2], the Catholic Bishops of Canada, express our profound remorse

and apologize unequivocally. Read the rest at CCCB

MORE GOOD NEWS

Fighting Fire With Fire
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Credit: Washington Post

It’s a clear, sunny spring morning in Seeley Lake, Montana, and 34 �re�ghters are

gathering on a road east of town, drip torches in hand. They are here to set a �re,

not stop one.

One of the primary defenses Western land managers have against large

uncontrollable wild�res are small controlled �res like the one �re�ghters set

on May 17.

The greater northwest Montana region has a long familiarity with wild�re, cultural

�re and �re suppression. The landscape is peppered with �re lookouts, some

sta�ed, some used for recreation, and all an evocation of a time before aircraft

were widely available to spot new �re starts. Read more at Washington Post

OPINION

The Social And Environmental Perils Of
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Magical Thinking

Credit : Undark

There has been much coverage in recent media of citizens who fail to acknowledge

the existence of such global crises as Covid-19 or anthropogenic climate change.

They are said to be skeptical or in denial. They refuse to participate in any solution

for the simple reason that they believe them to be non-issues.

Just as dangerous to the common good is a person who fully accepts the existence

of a problem, yet believes as a matter of course that everything will work out just

�ne. They are indulging in magical thinking — a mentality marked by excessive

optimism and a dash of egocentrism. Magical thinkers are content to simply sit on

the sidelines and radiate good thoughts at those doing the heavy lifting to solve

the world’s ills. 

Both adamant deniers and cheerful magical thinkers refuse to contribute time and

energy or make personal sacri�ces to solve social problems. They hold society back

from tackling its most pressing threats to equity, security, and even survival. They

leave others to do the worry and the work. Not only is this monumentally unfair to

those who shoulder the responsibility, it wastes valuable time. No local or global

crisis will disappear if everyone assumes that someone else will �x it. Read more

at Undark

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY
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Inside The Ohio Factory That Could

Make Or Break Biden’s Big Solar Energy

Push

                                                                                                                                                               Credit : Elaine

Cromie/For The Washington Post

On the outskirts of Toledo, Ohio, a short drive from Interstate 90, thousands of

glass panels rumble along assembly lines at a factory that will help determine

whether the Biden administration can meet two of its biggest goals — dramatically

reducing carbon emissions and lessening reliance on China.

First Solar is one of the few U.S. solar-panel manufacturers in an industry

dominated by Chinese factories, some of which the Biden administration has

accused of employing forced labor. Lately, that has made First Solar particularly

popular with panel buyers, which have snapped up the company’s entire

production run through 2022.

Posters in the factory’s lobby proudly declare that the company is “countering

China’s state-subsidized dominance of solar supply chains” while churning out

products that are “uniquely American” and “Ohio-made". 

The question now: Can First Solar and its smaller counterparts in the U.S. solar

industry crank up enough manufacturing capacity to meet the administration’s

renewable energy goals or will U.S. power companies remain dependent on the

massive Chinese solar industry, despite concerns about how it operates? Read

more at Washington Post

SEE ALSO: 

At NY Times: From 4% to 45%: Energy Department Lays Out Ambitious Blueprint

for Solar Power
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SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS

Indigenomics: Harnessing the Power of

Our Communities

Credit: Cultural Survival

Indigenomics honors the powerful thinking of Indigenous wisdom of local

economy, relationships and human values. It is about increasing the role and

visibility of Indigenous peoples in the new economy and understanding Indigenous

ways of being and worldview. By drawing on ancient principles that have

supported Indigenous economies for thousands of years and working to

implement them as modern practices, Indigenomics welcomes you to an

Indigenous worldview. It brings to the forefront human values and practice. It

explores the pathway of the threshold of the Indigenous relationship and modern

economies by inviting dialogue and thought-provoking insight into possibilities of

the Indigenous relationship in Canada and beyond.

Indigenomics is a collective response to the violent removal of Indigenous

economic worldview and the systemic exclusion of Indigenous Peoples from the

mainstream economies that we know and experience today. It is a system that

reminds us that the intention of our Indigenous economies is to foster our well

being, to live in ecological balance and prosperity, and to transfer Indigenous

concepts of balance, wealth and generosity across generations. For the �rst time

ever, economics from an Indigenous worldview is being reclaimed within the

modern economic space—the narrative of growing Indigenous business success is

expected to skyrocket over the next decade. A new multibillion dollar agenda is on

the horizon, and the First Peoples of these lands are the drivers of new

partnerships, investment, and long term growth. Read more at Cultural Survival
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Quote Of The Week

Credit: University of Victoria

“With climate change being caused most signi�cantly by the

burning of fossil fuels, it  is a matter of urgency like the

petition (for a fossil fuel non-proliferation treaty) states.   We

need to have a precautionary principle toward maintaining

human life on Earth, and one of the ways to do that is to end

fossil fuel production. It 's one of those things that is

fundamental to human life, I don't know how else to put it.”

Heather Castleden, Impact Chair in Transformative Governance for

Planetary Health at the University of Victoria, and one of the petition’s

signatories.

Also, last month that UN Secretary General António Guterres said the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s latest report “must sound

a death knell for coal and fossil fuels before they destroy our planet.”

Read more at National Observer

Upcoming Events
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September 27 - October 1, 2021: 12th European Congress On

Tropical Medicine And International Health: Global Challenges In

Health, Migration And Equity

Sept. 29 – Oct. 1, 2021: Net Zero Festival by Business Green

(London and Online)

October 6-8, 2021: Public Health 2021: Annual conference of the

Canadian Public Health Association

October 31 - November 12, 2021: 2020/2021 UN Climate Change

Conference UNFCCC COP26 - Postponed in 2020 and now to be

held November 1-12, 2021 (Glasgow, Scotland).

November 11, 2021: Evidenced Based Research Being Carried

Out in Low and Middle Income Countries ADAPT will host their

second online conference for Physios in Global Health.

March 28th-April 1st, 2022: Healthy People, Healthy Planet, Social

Justice. (Virtual Satellite Sessions: March 21st-25th, 2022)

April 1-3, 2022: CUGH 2022 Global Health Conference-

Hybrid: Healthy People, Healthy Planet, Social Justice (Los

Angeles, California). Virtual Satellite Sessions: March 21-25, 2022;

In-person Satellite Sessions: March 31, 2022

FYI#1 SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA

Cultural Survival
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Cultural Survival empowers and supports Indigenous Peoples to advocate for

their rights — human rights, the right to participate and have a voice, the right

to practice their cultures and speak their languages, the right to access the same

opportunities as others, and the right to control and sustainably manage their

assets and resources — so that they may determine for themselves the future

they will lead.

More than 49 years of experience partnering with Indigenous communities has

equipped Cultural Survival with a trusted network  of Indigenous partners and

international human rights advocates across the globe.

There is no universally accepted de�nition for “Indigenous,” though there are

characteristics that tend to be common among Indigenous Peoples:

      Indigenous People are distinct populations relative to the dominant post-

colonial culture of their country. They are often minority populations within the

current post-colonial nations states. In Bolivia and Guatemala. 

     Indigenous people make up more than half the population.Indigenous People

usually have (or had) their own language, cultures, and traditions in�uenced by

living relationships with their ancestral homelands. Today. 

     Indigenous people speak some 4,000 languages.Indigenous People have

distinctive cultural traditions that are still practiced.

     Indigenous People have (or had) their own land and territory, to which they

are tied in myriad ways.

     Indigenous People self-identify as Indigenous.

It is estimated that Indigenous territories contain 80% of the earth’s

biodiversity. Indigenous lands also hold unquanti�ed megatons of sequestered

carbon as 11% of the planet’s forests are under their guardianship. These regions

face an unprecedented and rapid loss of biodiversity and climate change e�ects

resulting from the fossil fuel-based industrialized global economy and natural

resource extraction. Many traditional Indigenous lands have become

biodiversity “hotspots.” For Indigenous Peoples, conservation of biodiversity is

an integral part of their lives and is viewed as spiritual and functional

foundations for their identities and cultures. It is no coincidence that when the

World Wildlife Fund listed the top 200 areas with the highest and most

threatened biodiversity, they found that 95% are on Indigenous

territories.Indigenous Peoples and the environments they maintain are

increasingly under assault from extractive industries such as mining, oil

exploration, logging, and agro-industrial projects.

The international human rights mechanisms – including: the United Nations

Permanent Forum on Indigenous Peoples Issues (UNPFII); the Expert

Mechanism on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples; the UN Declaration on the

Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP); the Universal Periodic Review (UPR); and

several Treaty Bodies and Special Procedures – serve in part to provide legal

mechanisms for Indigenous Peoples to protect their rights (for example, the

right to Free, Prior, Informed Consent (FPIC) - a key concept for self-

determination and protecting Indigenous lands.) These entities, policies, and

procedures present key opportunities for Indigenous Peoples to speak and
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advocate for themselves, their cultures, their lands, and their lifeways when

state and local governments fail to honour and protect their rights.

Read more Cultural Survival's Website

FYI #2

No To Corporate Food Systems!

Yes To Food Sovereignty!

 Credit : Food Systems 4 People

Confronting the on-going COVID-19 pandemic, climate chaos, increasing hunger

and all forms of malnutrition, ecological destruction and multiple humanitarian

crises, we, social movements, indigenous peoples’ articulations, non-governmental

organizations, and academics assert our commitment to food sovereignty, and

reject the ongoing corporate colonization of food systems and food governance

under the façade of the United Nations Food Systems Summit (UNFSS).

Read more at Food Systems For People

FYI #3
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India Seizes $2.7bn Of Heroin

From Afghanistan At Port

 Credit : Ghulamullah Habibi/EPA

Nearly three tonnes of heroin with a street value of $2.7bn (£2bn) from

Afghanistan have been seized from a western Indian port in a major bust, o�cials

said. Two Indians were arrested after the heroin, which was kept in two containers

marked as carrying talc, was found by the Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI)

at Mundra Port in the western state of Gujarat, the government agency said.

The consignment – with one container carrying nearly 2,000kg of heroin and

another holding nearly 1,000kg – originated from Afghanistan and was shipped

from a port in Iran to Gujarat, the DRI said.

Afghanistan is the world’s biggest producer of heroin, supplying between 80-90%

of global output. Heroin production has boomed in Afghanistan in recent years,

helping fund the Taliban which returned to power in August. E�orts by the US and

international community to control the country’s heroin trade over many years

have been largely unsuccessful.

Read More At The Guardian

FYI #4
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The People's Health Hearing - Call

For Contributions

Credit: People's Health Hearing

The People’s Health Hearing at COP 26 will be a one-day, online event and

online space that bears witness to the public and collective health impacts of

extractive industries, provides a space to connect to people’s struggles, and

sets out a vision for intersectional, transformative climate justice. 

Hearings are a powerful way to share stories and testimonies of people with

lived experience of climate change and extractive industries. We hope to

focus on hearing the voices who may not be heard inside the formal COP

process, and bring together the connections between climate, health, global,

racial, disability and migrant justice.

It will also include an online gallery and collection. We are hoping to use the

event as a centre for movement building and connecting health and climate

activists across the world, and continuing to build this movement after the

hearing.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSchRn0T657YcB4FImxCIhPWmHa7gtm7rxgfFfFMyGA0WzXg1A/viewform?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_39_september_30_2021&utm_term=2021-09-30


Read more at People's Health Movement

FYI #5: END OF SEPTEMBER READING

NEW BOOK

"On All Fronts: The Education of a

Journalist" by Clarissa Ward

Credit: Book Cover

The recipient of multiple Peabody and Murrow awards, Clarissa Ward is a world-

renowned con�ict reporter. In this strange age of crisis where there really is no

front line, she has moved from one hot zone to the next. With multiple

assignments in Syria, Egypt and Afghanistan, Ward, who speaks seven languages,

has been based in Baghdad, Beirut, Beijing and Moscow. She has seen and

https://phmovement.org/peoples-health-hearing-in-cop26-november-call-for-contributions/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_39_september_30_2021&utm_term=2021-09-30
https://www.amazon.ca/gp/product/0525561498/ref=ox_sc_act_title_12?smid=A3DWYIK6Y9EEQB&psc=1&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_39_september_30_2021&utm_term=2021-09-30


documented the violent remaking of the world at close range. With her deep

empathy, Ward �nds a way to tell the hardest stories. On All Fronts is the riveting

account of Ward’s singular career and of journalism in this age of extremism.

Following a privileged but lonely childhood, Ward found her calling as an

international war correspondent in the aftermath of 9/11. From her early days in

the �eld, she was embedding with marines at the height of the Iraq War and was

soon on assignment all over the globe. But nowhere does Ward make her mark

more than in war-torn Syria, which she has covered extensively with courage and

compassion. From her multiple stints entrenched with Syrian rebels to her deep

investigations into the Western extremists who are drawn to ISIS, Ward has

covered Bashar al-Assad’s reign of terror without fear.

Read More at Amazon

FYI#6: SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION

I’m A Kindergarten Teacher And The

Way I've Been Teaching Reading Is

Wrong

                                                        Credit: iStock/Weedezign
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Every September, my class of kindergarten kids look at me in excitement. They

don’t know it, but this is the year they’ll start learning to read: learning the letter

sounds, sounding out words and eventually reading sentences. Some sail through

and become masters before the year is over. Others take longer, but I know they’re

on their way when I send them to grade one. But some kids just don’t seem to be

able to grasp some of the basic skills, and it worries me. When I tell parents,

“They’re just not ready yet,” is it the truth? Will they catch up? And is there anything

I could be doing di�erently to get them where they need to be?

Feeling like something was missing from my literacy program, I threw myself into

researching best practices for teaching early readers, and boy, was I embarrassed

by some of my �ndings. I was a veteran teacher with 20 years of experience,

including �ve years as a kindergarten teacher, when I fell down the “science of

reading” rabbit hole—�rst online, then from books and professional development

sessions as I was drawn in further. I was shocked and morti�ed to �nd that a

bunch of the things I was doing in my classroom are called out by researchers as

scienti�cally unsupported no-nos.

The strategies I was using aren’t just my strategies, though. The ways I’ve been

teaching reading are deeply ingrained in our schools and our curriculum. Things

need to change.

Read More at Today's Parent

ENDSHOTS
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Amid Latest World and Canadian COVID-19 Stats & Charts
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Source above: https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
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COVID-19 CASES, DEATHS & VACCINATIONS (Sept. 30, 2021) below:

Source:https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mapping-

spread-new-coronavirus/?itid=sf_coronavirus

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2020/world/mapping-spread-new-coronavirus/?itid=sf_coronavirus&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_39_september_30_2021&utm_term=2021-09-30








Global Vaccination Rates







Canada is now down to 13th place globally for rate of

vaccines given mper100,000; Britian down to 24th;

U.S. way down to 48th









Source of Canadian Data Below (September 29, 2021):

https://newsinteractives.cbc.ca/coronavirustracker/

https://newsinteractives.cbc.ca/coronavirustracker/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_39_september_30_2021&utm_term=2021-09-30










Many di�erent types of mushrooms!



Source of World Covid-19 Vaccination Data Below, Sept. 29, 2021):

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/covid-vaccine-tracker-global-

distribution/

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/covid-vaccine-tracker-global-distribution/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_39_september_30_2021&utm_term=2021-09-30








Source of World Data Below (September 30, 2021):

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/world/covid-cases.html

https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/covid-19-in-the-u-s-how-do-canada-s-provinces-rank-against-american-states-1.5051033?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_39_september_30_2021&utm_term=2021-09-30




Source of Canadian and U.S. Comparative Data Below (Sept. 30, 2021):

https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/covid-19-in-the-u-s-how-

do-canada-s-provinces-rank-against-american-states-1.5051033

https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/covid-19-in-the-u-s-how-do-canada-s-provinces-rank-against-american-states-1.5051033?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=planetary_health_weekly_volume_7_number_39_september_30_2021&utm_term=2021-09-30
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